DISPARITIES AND MASS INCARCERATION: LAWS, POLICIES, & IMPLICIT BIAS, CONTRIBUTING TO BLACKS’ MASS INCARCERATION AND ADDICTION TREATMENT FOR WHITES
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ABSTRACT

The year 2020 was a time of crisis for the United States. The opioid epidemic, COVID-19, and protests for justice each unmask disparities across racial lines in healthcare and criminal justice. This Article examines laws, policies, and implicit bias in the criminal justice system, contributing to blacks’ mass incarceration and addiction treatment for whites.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Public officials, law enforcement, and the media help perpetuate two distinct drug addiction pipelines: prison and the other treatment. The path to the former or the latter differs, in many cases, for black and white Americans. In the past two decades, thousands of Americans, white and people of color, have become addicted and died from illegal and legally prescribed pain relief opioids. As the number of white people overdosing on opioids grew, elected officials and law enforcements’ objective shifted from largely incarceration to treatment to save addicts’ lives, primarily in white communities. Part II chronicles and explores the
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1. See Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report (MMWR), CENTERS FOR DISEASE CONTROL AND PREVENTION, https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/volumes/68/wr/mm6837a5.htm (last visited April 19, 2021); see also Jasmine Drake et al., Exploring the impact of the opioid epidemic in Black and Hispanic communities in the United States, O DRUG SCI., POL’Y AND L. 1 (2020).
2. See Victoria Chau, SAMHSA Off. Behav. Health Equity, The Opioid Crisis and the Black/African
federal government and law enforcements’ response to what elected officials have labeled an Opioid Crisis.

Unlike the government response to the Opioid Crisis, predominantly and historically, individuals in various African American communities are arrested and often imprisoned for possessing illegal drugs, even when they suffer from drug addiction. For several decades, police besieged neighborhoods while engaging in the government-mandated War on Drugs, leading to the mass incarceration of black men and women. Part III examines drug laws, policies, and the dominant, disproportionate police presence in communities of color, beginning in the 1970s.

If there had been a heightened emphasis on treatment rather than incarceration of drug abusers within primarily African American communities targeted over the past forty or more years, communities of color may not have endured as much hardship. Moreover, if political rhetoric and media had not contributed to blacks’ criminalization through their biased portrayal, there would likely be fewer negative consequences from the War on Drugs. Elected officials should have acknowledged that the most significant crisis was not to initiate and sustain a War on Drugs directed toward incarceration for crimes that often include possession of low-level, illegal drugs. Instead, black drug users, too, like white opioid addicts, needed enhanced treatment programs rather than increased harsher penalties and more correctional facilities. Part IV considers disparities and studies implicit bias, examining police and prosecution decisions and practices.

Additionally, the examination compares the media portrayal of black drug users with white illegal opioid/drug users. Generally, the media’s narrative describing whites focuses on addiction, unlike the frequent depiction of blacks as criminals allegedly creating a threat to public safety. Such disparate portrayals criminalize blacks, add to existing implicit biases, and contribute to mass incarceration; also, topics of discussion.

Despite the Opioid Crisis focus on the treatment given to people, historically outside of African American communities, who become addicted to legally prescribed or illegal opioids, there still are vestiges and current damaging drug initiatives targeting African American communities. Part V recommends strategies to reduce disparity across racial lines in criminal justice. The discussion evaluates community prosecution, its benefits, and its limitations.

II. OPIOID CRISIS: POLICIES

The number of people addicted to opioids is staggering. Public health officials estimate that nearly 400,000 people in the United States have died from complications involving opioids in the past two decades. Consider the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA) statistics based on

5. See Racial Double Standard, supra note 2.
6. See CHAU, supra note 2, at 3.
various studies: “In 2018, 10.3 million people misused opioids, including prescription opioids and heroin, and two million had an opioid use disorder.” The glaring numbers captured politicians’ and government officials’ interest; generally, the response to the Opioid Crisis has been compassionate with recommendations for treatment plans and rehabilitation for addicts, including opioid users found in illegal possession of opioids.8

Given the number of deaths and addicted opioid abusers, it is not surprising that the opioid epidemic is considered an urgent matter that needs focused attention.9 Nevertheless, the disparity across racial lines in policy decisions, laws enacted, and media coverage is notable. For the Opioid Crisis (majority whites in the early part of the twenty-first century), policies initiated and media coverage have mostly been compassionate, focusing on aiding and providing treatment for “suburban” drug abusers deemed victims.10 However, for marijuana, heroin, crack-cocaine (targeting predominantly blacks) in the earlier and continuing ruins of the War on Drugs, policies, laws, and media coverage are routinely tough-on-crime initiatives that criminalize blacks.11 Many scholars, public health analysts, historians, and political scientists who study the disparity between policy responses to opioids and other drugs find that race is a decisive factor.12 A recent Journal of Health Politics, Policy, and Law (JHPPL) study reviewed Center for Disease Control (CDC) and National Institute on Drug Abuse statistics to consider this vital issue:

Since death rates associated with opioid use have been higher among whites than other groups, have legislators been more likely to pursue less punitive, more public health-oriented policies in response to opioids in contrast to more punitive criminal justice policies pursued for other drug epidemics?13

JHPPL scholars also drew comparisons between the opioid and crack-cocaine eras, assessing specifically “whether differences in policy responses are associated with race.”14 Consistent with this Article’s Part III discussion, findings reveal that legislation was more punitive with less treatment in previous eras than during the current opioid period.15 The results mainly led the team of JHPPL scholars to conclude that racial inequalities are prevalent “in U.S. drug policy.”16
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As noted, the response to the opioid epidemic is unquestionably compassionate, with the media habitually portraying opioid addicts (illegal and legal drug users) as victims.17 SAMHSA addresses the heightened attention placed on white neighborhoods, generally suburban and rural, contrasting the reduced focus on black communities where opioid addicts also need treatment.18 According to SAMHSA, though numbers are higher in white communities, black neighborhoods are also “experiencing dramatic increases in opioid misuse and overdose deaths.”19 Still, the numbers are nowhere near those of whites.20

SAMHSA cites negative connotations attached to black substance abusers and the fear of arrest and prosecution as barriers to treatment in African American neighborhoods.21 Indeed, fewer blacks seek treatment, given the awareness of historical egregious medical practices directed at groups of black people and aggressive police targeting of black people during the War on Drugs.22 As SAMHSA notes, the African American community’s heightened distrust of medical and government criminal justice systems is relevant.23

Many scholars and policy analysts have written about the government’s response to the Opioid Crisis.24 President Barack Obama proposed a concrete plan in 2016, budgeting a billion dollars in funding to treat “prescription drug abuse and heroin use.”25 Among other steps, Obama’s plan included training for providers, funding, and strategies building on the program his administration implemented in 2010.26 Additionally, Obama’s initiative allocated specific funds to states to assist local community efforts to combat the epidemic of addiction and overdoses.27 Yet, despite the plans, the massive opioid epidemic persisted.
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funding for drug treatment.” But critics observe, leadership gaps derailed positive steps toward treatment, and many inexperienced leaders who had not worked with complex drug treatment legislation received appointments; most were Trump supporters.

Consequently, Mann’s report features a CDC chart reflecting a slight decrease in opioid deaths in 2018, then a notable rise again in 2019. In addition, states and local governments employed steps against the growing national crisis. Still, critics credibly complained of no national plan administered by the ONDCP, the federal agency responsible for overseeing drug policy funds and addressing the Opioid Crisis. As a result, the Office of Government Accountability (“OGA”) audited the ONDCP issuing a comprehensive audit report in late 2020. Auditors reached the following conclusions:

ONDCP is responsible for leading the nation’s fight against a persistent drug epidemic that continues to devastate Americans’ lives. However, the 2019 National Drug Control Strategy does not fully comply with the law, and the agency has not developed key planning elements to help ensure it will meet its significant additional responsibilities under the SUPPORT Act.

Trump’s term ended with the ONDCP still addressing the OGA audit report list of compliance recommendations. The opioid epidemic was a significant part of President Joseph Biden’s campaign platform; he drafted an ambitious proposal
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titled: “The Biden Plan to End the Opioid Crisis.” The vital difference between the Trump and Biden plans includes Biden’s commitment to maintaining the Affordable Care Act (“ACA”), allowing treatment and mental health coverage under the ACA, and emphasizing the need to reach each person who needs the services.

Since Biden’s inauguration, critics initially expressed concerns about his first few weeks in office without making executive appointments to key drug oversight agencies, including the ONDCP. Additionally, the rise in opioid cases in 2020, partly due to isolation and other conditions influenced by the COVID-19 pandemic, led activists to suggest the need for the Biden administration to recommend individuals for critical positions expeditiously. Subsequently, on February 3, 2021, the Drug Policy Alliance (“DPA”) announced its satisfaction with Biden’s appointments after the Biden administration announced the appointment of Regina LaBelle as ONDCP Deputy Director.

We are encouraged by this announcement by the Biden Administration and to see that the Office of National Drug Control Policy, for once, has an agenda that seems to be more focused on public health and curbing the overdose crisis—which has been exacerbated by the pandemic—than failed interdiction efforts. The priorities, and Biden picking people with personal experience and public health backgrounds to lead them, reflect much of what we have been urging them to prioritize, such as racial equity, harm reduction and lifting barriers for people to access medication for opioid use disorder.

As discussed, policy and criminal justice responses to the opioid epidemic have been overwhelmingly compassionate and treatment-oriented. The media has generally portrayed opioid addicts, primarily white (addicted to legal or illegal drugs), as victims, not criminals. And often, white opioid abusers are not described as drug addicts; the above are notable facts to ponder as we explore the War on Drugs laws and policies in Part III.
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42. See Isha Weerasinghe, et al., Between the Lines: Understanding Our Country’s Racialized Response to the Opioid Overdose Epidemic, CLASP (2020),
Hello! It seems like your message was cut off. How can I assist you today?
King Jr.’s philosophy of civil disobedience was a leading cause of crime. ... In the words of then-vice president Richard Nixon, the increasing crime rate “can be traced directly to the spread of the corrosive doctrine that every citizen possesses an inherent right to decide for himself which laws to obey and when to disobey them.”

For most of the twentieth century, States and the Federal Government regulated and prohibited the use and distribution of illegal drugs. But extensive enforcement of drug laws did not occur until the 1970s when President Nixon aggressively targeted African American communities. Nixon was known as a law-and-order president, declaring “total war” on addiction and calling it “public enemy No. 1.” After Nixon announced the war initiative, he signed two initial drug enforcement laws. Then, in 1973, he sent Congress a Reorganization Plan which proposed the creation of a single federal agency to consolidate and coordinate the government’s drug control activities. As a result, the Drug Enforcement Administration (“DEA”) was formed on July 1, 1973, after Nixon combined several agencies: “the Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs, the Office for Drug Abuse Law Enforcement, the Office of National Narcotics Intelligence, elements of the U.S. Customs Service that worked in drug trafficking intelligence and investigations, and the Narcotics Advance Research Management Team.” In the first year of operation [1973], employees included 1,470 special agents and 1,428 support staff with a $75,000,000 budget; “federal funding for President Nixon’s treatment and rehabilitation programs reached $420 million.”

The Senate Committee on Government Operations noted six “benefits anticipated from the creation of the DEA.” The list ranged from “coordinating federal drug enforcement efforts with those of state and local authorities” to setting the agency up as a “superagency to provide the momentum needed to coordinate all federal efforts related to drug enforcement outside the Justice Department, especially the gathering of intelligence on international narcotics

51. See S.B. Friedman et al., Narcotic Addict Rehabilitation Act - Its Impact on Federal Prisons, 11 CONTEMP. DRUG PROBS. 101 (1982). To avoid incarceration or receive a shorter sentence many drug users classified as addicts agree to participate in treatment, a procedure some consider overbearing and coercive.
52. See Public Enemy No. 1, N.Y. TIMES, Mar. 22, 1972, at 46.
53. Id.
smuggling.”

Collins English Dictionary defines Superagency as “a very large agency.” Nixon made sure that the agency met the definition. Despite the administration’s drug treatment pursuits, the objective to pursue illegal drug sources seems to have been paramount. Although researching and educating the public on “drug abuse and its tragic effects” was a part of the DEAs mission, the agency is known for its foremost “work with state and local governments in their crackdown on illegal trade in drugs and narcotics.”

It is worth noting that many Republicans are generally opposed to expanding government operations, complaining about big government. Although a Republican, Nixon did not hesitate to propose and set forth the plan for the DEAs formation. Historical records describe part of the agency’s administrative plan:

By the early 1970s, drug use had not yet reached its all-time peak, but the problem was sufficiently serious to warrant a serious response. Consequently, the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) was created in 1973 to deal with America’s growing drug problem.

In 2019, DEA employed 4,924 special agents. The DEA retained 5,245 support staff; the agency had a 3.136-billion-dollar budget, 222 offices spread throughout the United States, and 91 additional “foreign offices in 70 countries.”

Indisputably, the agency started as a superagency. Since that time, it has experienced super growth in staff, offices, and budget. In May 2020, former Attorney General William P. Barr stated that the DEA is “the premier drug enforcement organization in the world.”

Much of the DEA’s consistent growth over nearly five decades stems from Nixon’s early support of the agency’s drug enforcement mission. About six months
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before he announced the War on Drugs, the International Narcotic Enforcement Officers’ Association presented him a “certificate of special honor in recognition of the outstanding loyalty and contribution to support narcotic law enforcement.”

Scholars note that despite accolades from law enforcement, Nixon’s War on Drugs initiative was an appalling failure. Professor Mark J. Perry argues, Nixon “launched a failed, costly and inhumane federal war on Americans that continues to today.”

Perry and other policy analysts find Nixon’s former counsel, John Ehrlichman’s reflections on the War on Drugs, notable but disturbing. In a 1994 interview, reporter Dan Baum asked Ehrlichman to explain: “How did the United States entangle itself in a policy of drug prohibition that has yielded so much misery and so few good results?” Baum’s interview with Ehrlichman is informative:

“You want to know what this was really all about?” he [Ehrlichman] asked with the bluntness of a man who, after public disgrace and a stretch in federal prison, had little left to protect. “The Nixon campaign in 1968, and the Nixon White House after that, had two enemies: the antiwar left and black people. You understand what I’m saying? We knew we couldn’t make it illegal to be either against the war or blacks, but by getting the public to associate the hippies with marijuana and blacks with heroin, and then criminalizing both heavily, we could disrupt those communities. We could arrest their leaders, raid their homes, break up their meetings, and vilify them night after night on the evening news. Did we know we were lying about the drugs? Of course we did.”

Nixon’s War on Drugs is not without supporters. One reviewer, albeit from the Nixon Foundation, warns that a fair review of the War on Drugs requires a cautious evaluation. In a Nixon Foundation article, Chris Barber admits that Nixon disliked the “drug culture and especially drug pushers.” However, according to Barber, Nixon, aware of the increase in crime and widespread national drug problem, wanted to initiate a response that would be long-lasting and tackle the pending 1970s problem of innumerable Vietnam soldiers returning addicted to heroin. Barber acknowledges Nixon’s efforts “to help build up the struggling Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs.” Still, his article endeavors to persuade readers that Nixon’s chief concern was the care and treatment of addiction, not arrests and prosecutions.
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Using phrases such as, “Nixon wondered aloud,” Barber, without citing his source of information, claims Nixon was more focused on the issues of supply and demand than the narcotic agency’s success in increasing drug seizures, arrests, and investigations. Barber notes that Nixon sought advice from a leading drug treatment specialist, Dr. Jerome Jaffe, and followed his recommendation to test soldiers returning from Vietnam. Jaffe proposed: “If a GI tested positive for opiates, they would not be subject to court-martial or imprisonment, but to a mandatory stay in Vietnam for a period of two weeks or so for detox.” Barber maintains that this plan was “essentially decriminalizing drug use.” Yet, Barber’s conclusion contradicts scholars who argue that forced treatment to avoid incarceration is disfavored and coercive.

Barber sought to minimize Nixon’s push for arrests and incarceration, stressing that he was most concerned with reducing drug addiction in America. Yet, it is unmistakable, Nixon started the War on Drugs. His provocative words, often disparaging black people, and incitement of a political war gave law enforcement the green light to target people of color and their communities. Nixon’s public statements, labeling black citizens as criminals, were harmful; the impact was long-lasting. Reporter Dan Baum’s evaluation of the enduring consequence is noteworthy:

“Nixon’s invention of the War on Drugs as a political tool was cynical, but every president since — Democrat and Republican alike — has found it equally useful for one reason or another. Meanwhile, the growing cost of the Drug War is now impossible to ignore: billions of dollars wasted, bloodshed in Latin America and on the streets of our own cities, and millions of lives destroyed by draconian punishment that doesn’t end at the prison gate; one of every eight black men has been disenfranchised because of a felony conviction.”

If the War on Drugs rhetoric had ceased after the Nixon administration, America might not have reached the untenable enormous number of incarcerated people in Federal and State prisons and jails. But as Reporter Baum indicates, most of Nixon’s successors did not hesitate: They followed his regrettable example, promoting and extending the War on Drugs, predominantly against black people and communities of color. Consider the Ronald Reagan, George H.W. Bush, and
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William Jefferson Clinton presidential pronouncements and War on Drugs initiatives and consequences.

Like Nixon, President Ronald Reagan unhesitatingly advanced the War on Drugs by signing legislation with significant prohibitions for drug use and dealing.\textsuperscript{85} The Anti-Drug Abuse Act included mandatory minimum penalties with much harsher sentences “for crack-associated with black—than powder cocaine, associated with whites.”\textsuperscript{86} As a result, the prison population, particularly for black men, grew substantially.\textsuperscript{87} Federal, State, and local prison populations kept growing into and throughout the one-term President George H.W. Bush administration, again with black men most impacted.\textsuperscript{88} History Professor Matthew Pembleton ably sums up George H.W. Bush’s role in advancing the War on Drugs:

Ronald Reagan may have reoriented public attitudes about drugs when he pronounced in 1982, “Drugs are bad, and we’re going after them . . . And we’re going to win the war on drugs.” But, it was Bush — and later, Bill Clinton — who put real resources into the effort.

When Bush took office, the federal drug control budget was around $5 billion. When he left office in 1993, it was over $12 billion. This was the sharpest escalation in the history of the drug war and it locked the country into a strategy of punishment, deterrence and intolerance.\textsuperscript{89}

In 1994, President William Jefferson “Bill” Clinton emerged foremost in the protracted nonpartisan series of presidents’ wars against drugs.\textsuperscript{90} Clinton promoted a robust crime bill with three-strikes mandatory life penalties and increased police presence in communities: solidifying his position as a strong law enforcement president.\textsuperscript{91} The 1994 federal crime bill is the largest in history.\textsuperscript{92} States followed, initiating similar mandatory and increased sentences and penalties.\textsuperscript{93} Many believe that Clinton promoted the crime bill and the War on Drugs to outdo Republicans, proving that Democrats were tougher on crime.\textsuperscript{94} After the bill passed and Clinton
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signed it into law, officials built many prisons, and innumerable people, primarily black men, were incarcerated. Clinton’s crime bill set in motion the Democratic Party’s decade-long push for stringent drug laws and enforcement, a competitive weapon used against Republican opponents.

In 2015, Clinton acknowledged that the crime bill did more harm than good, but he covered his professed remorseful sentiments with explanations: “We had gang warfare on the streets. We had little children being shot dead on the streets who were just innocent bystanders standing in the wrong place.” After offering arguments for the enormous crime bill and the drug war, Clinton flipped back to ostensibly remorse, seeming to weigh the bill’s harms against its benefits: “The good news is we had the biggest drop in crime in history. The bad news is we had a lot of people who were locked up, who were minor actors, for way too long.” Bill Clinton’s contributions to the growth of mass incarceration are substantial. Indeed, whether Clinton was remorseful or not, the crime bill’s massive law enforcement objective was indisputable from inception: The Department of Justice fact sheet announcing details of the astonishingly broad legislation was unprecedented, containing enormous allocations for law enforcement programs, grants for prosecutors, drug courts, harsh criminal provisions, including three strikes mandatory life imprisonment, and substantial funding for the building of new correctional facilities:

It is the largest crime bill in the history of the country and will [did] provide for 100,000 new police officers, $9.7 billion in funding for prisons and $6.1 billion in funding for prevention programs which were designed with significant input from experienced police officers.

Clinton’s war continued throughout President George W. Bush’s subsequent term, as he, too, spoke of the need to remain tough on drug abuse enforcement. Then, President Barack Obama also requested huge funds for drug control
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programs during his two terms. Obama pushed for “more than $31.1 billion” for “public health and public safety in the second term.” However, during President Obama’s two-term administration, there were notable changes to reduce disparity in drug case prosecutions. Congress passed the Fair Sentencing Act, and Obama signed the law in 2010. Most notably, the grotesque disparities between crack-cocaine and powder-cocaine changed from 100:1 to 18:1. As noted earlier, crack-cocaine is generally attributable to blacks and powder-cocaine to whites. Therefore, even with the positive change of the reduced 18:1 ratio, sentences for blacks are still higher, leaving longer mandated penalties for crack-cocaine convictions, essentially the same substance as powder-cocaine.

The general assessment is that the War on Drugs continued during President Donald J. Trump’s Administration. Despite Trump’s signing of the late 2018 First Step Act, which includes provisions to reduce the prison population, most scholars maintain that Trump prolonged the War on Drugs, primarily through his rhetoric. Months before signing the criminal reform legislation, Trump called for stiffer penalties for drug traffickers: “We are really going after the traffickers; I have always said that’s the biggest thing,’ Trump said in August. ‘And, frankly, the punishment is getting stronger and stronger. Maybe, at some point, we’ll get very smart as a nation and give them the ultimate punishment.”

Media accounts widely reported that Trump targeted drug dealers, mainly immigrants and those living in inner-city neighborhoods. Drug Policy Alliance advocate Maria McFarland Sánchez-Moreno, argues: “It’s just very easy to pin the [opioid] overdose crisis on immigrants … and then say that you’re doing something
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about it by going after immigrants.” Sánchez-Moreno draws support for her argument from Trump’s January 30, 2018, State of the Union address, where he stated: “For decades, open borders have allowed drugs and gangs to pour into our most vulnerable communities.”

Critics insist that Trump was disingenuous about his push to address the opioid addiction epidemic, insisting his real objective was to advance “the policies important to him and his base[,]” policies directed toward marginalizing immigrants, and generally people of color. Sánchez-Moreno adopts that notion; thus, she essentially places Trump’s intentions in harmony with Ehrlichman’s assessment of Nixon’s 1971 scheme. Moreover, she maintains that Trump’s frequent proclamations about criminal, drug-using immigrants were his attempt to divert attention to his immigration border wall plan. Notably, during a New Hampshire speech in 2018, Trump stated that drug dealers should receive the death penalty.

Despite Sánchez-Moreno’s contention that “the War on Drugs is operating exactly as it was meant to” during the Trump administration, she remained hopeful, noting: “We have an opportunity now to get things right, to move toward a more health-based approach to problematic drug use . . . It’s critically important that as we do that, we be very conscious of who is going to benefit and who is getting hurt by law enforcement response.” That was the hope, the reality: Trump signed the First Step Act, but disparities between whites and blacks, immigrants, and other people of color in the criminal justice system remain. Most notably, the incongruence between crack-cocaine and powder-cocaine sentences, albeit reduced in 2010, remains.

As long as disparities persist in arrests, prosecutions, and sentencing for possession and distribution of drugs, American jails and prisons will routinely hold more black men, especially for extended periods. Nevertheless, aspiring journalists, scholars, and current criminal justice reformers encourage future administrations to cease using damaging rhetoric that marginalizes and criminalizes black people.
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and to condemn derogatory speech and conduct. President Joseph R. Biden’s campaign promises favored removing the 18:1 crack-cocaine to powder-cocaine disparity, ending cash bail, and eliminating any remaining mandatory minimum sentences. Biden also proposed to eliminate private prisons operating under federal oversight. The Biden proposals are needed to reduce mass incarceration.

Additionally, drastic steps are required to deter drug addiction. Reporter Dan Baum’s radical proposal to address the problem might not be a pragmatic solution. Still, it is worth noting a diverse point of view to conclude the War on Drugs discussion:

We cannot begin to enjoy the benefits of managing drugs as a matter of health and safety, instead of as a matter of law enforcement, until the drugs are legalized at every level of American jurisprudence, just as alcohol was re-legalized when the United States repealed the Eighteenth Amendment in 1933.

IV. DISPARITIES AND MASS INCARCERATION

Part III set forth a conscientious study of presidents’ drug policies from Nixon to Trump and addressed Biden’s campaign promises, including discussing his early-term drug policy initiatives. The intention: To explain the destructive pursuits, labeled a War on Drugs, by many law-and-order or tough-on-crime Republican and Democrat presidents. Additionally, the media has played a significant role in stereotyping black people during the era. The group most impacted by stereotypical rhetoric, racial profiling, and War on Drugs tactics are black men and African American communities. The incalculable disparities and damage are topics of discussion in the examination that follows.

A. Rates of Incarceration Higher for Black People

In late 2020, the Bureau of Justice Statistics ("BJS") reported the 2019 "combined state and federal [incarceration] rate [of] 419 [sentenced prisoners] per
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100,000 U.S. residents." The numbers reflect prisoners “sentenced to more than one year . . . ” The agency’s press release headline: “U.S. Imprisonment Rate at Its Lowest Since 1995.” BJS further boasts: “The imprisonment rate in 2019 marked a 17% decrease from 2009 and a 3% decrease from 2018, and it marked the 11th consecutive annual decrease.” While criminal justice reformers recognize a slight decrease in human beings incarcerated in American prisons, it was only 3% from 2018 to 2019. And a 17% decrease over the past decade is minimal, given the massive numbers of imprisoned people remaining. As Policy Analyst Alexi Jones explains:

But this framing [BJAs expression of decreased numbers] misses the bigger picture: 1.4 million Americans, who are disproportionally Black, are still incarcerated in state and federal prisons – meaning that the prison population is still five times larger than it was in 1975, before the ‘war on crime’ really took hold and the number of people under correctional control exploded.

More specifically, Jones adds: “In 1975, there were 216,462 people incarcerated in state prisons, and 24,131, people incarcerated in federal prisons for a combined population of 240,593.” Substantially different from the “1,430,805” incarcerated in 2019. Consequently, neither the decade rate of incarceration numbers creeping down nor the slight 2019 reductions are causes for celebration. Moreover, the numbers reported by BJS do not include the thousands of people in local jails. And in some states, like California, individuals are housed in jails because the prisons are too full, adding to the total mass incarceration numbers. Reformers call for more substantial decreases and changes in laws, policies, and law enforcement practices. Policy Analyst Jones estimates that the incarceration rate is not decreasing at a consequential pace; she calculates that it will take decades
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for the Federal and State prison population and black incarceration rate to return to pre-War on Drugs mass incarceration levels.\textsuperscript{139}

B. Policing, Prosecution: Implicit Bias

The politically motivated War on Drugs, explained in Part III, exacerbated the improper targeting of black men, added to their over-criminalization, and contributed to the negative portrayal. Indeed, the War on Drugs has disproportionately impacted black men. But if illegal drug use, addiction, and distribution affect both black and white people, why the over-emphasis and over-criminalization of black men? Part IV-B addresses this question by exploring implicit bias, how it impacts police and prosecutors’ decisions and dominates accounts of black men.

Like political officials, police and prosecutors, too, have immense discretion and individual biases.\textsuperscript{140} Psychologists argue:

Implicit bias, also known as unconscious bias, is ‘the bias in judgment and/or behavior that results from subtle cognitive processes (e.g., implicit attitudes and implicit stereotypes) that often operate at a level below conscious awareness and without intentional control.’\textsuperscript{141}

Various sources recognize Mahzarin Banaji and Anthony Greenwald as psychologists who developed the implicit bias concept about twenty-five years ago.\textsuperscript{142} Their research findings reveal that subtle unknown perceptions influence everyone’s decisions and judgments.\textsuperscript{143} If this is a sound empirical argument, and many psychologists and scholars believe it is, all people have implicit biases. Police perform public safety functions, and prosecutors represent “the people” arguably with various unconscious perceptions and judgments hard to control in their brains.\textsuperscript{144} Consequently, scholars maintain that police officers’ immense discretion to investigate crimes and make arrests and prosecutors’ to issue charging decisions, offer plea bargains, and make sentencing recommendations are guided by biases.

To understand why the concept is called an implicit bias, it is worth noting the definitions of implicit and bias. Merriam-Webster Dictionary defines implicit as
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“present but not consciously held or recognized.” Psychology Today offers the following description of a bias:

A bias is a tendency, inclination, or prejudice toward or against something or someone. Some biases are positive and helpful—like choosing to only eat foods that are considered healthy or staying away from someone who has knowingly caused harm. But biases are often based on stereotypes, rather than actual knowledge of an individual or circumstance. Whether positive or negative, such cognitive shortcuts can result in prejudgments that lead to rash decisions or discriminatory practices.

Professor Jennifer Eberhardt, a psychologist, is known for her expert knowledge of implicit bias. In her book, *Biased*, Eberhardt writes about the power of stereotypes to label groups, the universal impact of categorization, and how stereotypes are “culturally generated and culturally specific.” Eberhardt has studied the negative portrayal of black people in America. She explains that reading a black person’s facial expression is hindered by ingrained stereotypes that individuals have associated with black people. So, Eberhardt notes, some who look at a black man misinterpret his expressions as threatening and aggressive. For example, she adds, “a black man who is excited might appear angry. Fear can be misread as outrage. Silence taken as belligerence.” Eberhardt’s findings suggest this manner of stereotyping is prevalent in America’s criminal justice system.

For nearly two decades, Professor Eberhardt has trained police officers on implicit bias, informing her awareness of the biases and stereotypes in the criminal justice system. In her acclaimed book, Eberhardt presents a somber example of how implicit biases can become central in officers’ minds. She writes:

“MALE BLACK.” “MALE BLACK.” “MALE BLACK.” “MALE BLACK.” This is what officers in Oakland hear, booming from their police radios, hundreds of times every day. It’s the inescapable background track to the chaos of crime-
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saturated streets. On a typical day, an officer on patrol might hear that dispatched description three hundred times—or twelve hundred times a week, fifty thousand times each year.\footnote{156} Eberhardt clarifies that descriptions of other suspects, such as “FEMALE WHITE,” are also broadcast over the City of Oakland police radios, but none as frequent as “MALE BLACK.”\footnote{157} She includes the observation in her book to demonstrate the impact of the repetitive words “MALE BLACK.”\footnote{158} Eberhardt concludes: “It is implausible to believe that officers—or anyone else—can be immersed in an environment that repetitively exposes them to the categorical pairing of blacks with crime and not have that affect how they think, feel, or behave.”\footnote{159} Indeed, the number of daily, weekly, and yearly opportunities that officers in Oakland, CA, and ostensibly in other similarly situated areas may hear the words “Male Black” associated with criminal activity are astonishing.\footnote{160} Arguably in some jurisdictions, “Fifty thousand times each year,” and so, generalizations, categorizations, ultimately implicit biases form, Eberhardt, argues.\footnote{161}

Prosecutors experience similar repetitions when reviewing police reports, given the inclusion of words “MALE BLACK” drawn from initial calls placed over police radios. Additionally, media portrayals of black people are especially harmful, creating and reinforcing implicit biases.\footnote{162} Dr. Julie Netherland and Dr. Helena Hansen questioned the media’s coverage of black and white drug users in a study to determine whether the media’s coverage of blacks and whites is different.\footnote{163} The findings expose the media’s disparate “coverage of white-non-medical opioid users with that of black and brown heroin users.”\footnote{164} Research outcomes also showed other expressions used to describe black and white communities and what they labeled legal codes to describe neighborhoods.\footnote{165} Netherland and Hansen determined that the media routinely refers to the epidemic of drug use in black neighborhoods as “urban.”\footnote{166} Still, the media used the legal codes “suburban” and “rural” when referencing white opioid users communities, the same disparate codes used during the War on Drugs pursuits.\footnote{167} Netherland and Hansen’s observations do not elaborate on the concept of implicit bias. Nevertheless, the assessment of disparate stereotypes is strikingly similar, explaining: “In our analysis, we find that media accounts of white drug use
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go out of their way to humanize the person using drugs, to explain how he or she defies the stereotype of a drug user, and then to describe the potential that the individual tragically lost.” 168 Recall the “MALE BLACK” frequent repetitions in criminal police calls of black male suspects, described by Professor Eberhardt, and compare that to the frequent portrayal of white opioid users as tragic, innocent victims. 169 The accounts are valuable examples of blacks identified with crime but decriminalization of whites. 170 Thus, words that officers speak repetitively and messages conveyed persistently, even if pertinent police radio calls, reinforce stereotypes, often resulting in implicit biases. 171 Once individuals form implicit biases in policing and prosecution, scholars conclude: Blacks are feared, misunderstood, more susceptible to being profiled, targeted, and killed by police when encountered. 172

Professor Paul Butler has made significant contributions to this body of scholarship, arguing:

When people see black men they don’t know, they have a physical response that is different from their response to other people. Their blood pressure goes up, and they sweat more. When a white person sees an unfamiliar black male face, the amygdala, the part of the brain that processes fear, activates. 173

In part, Professor Butler draws his conclusions from Rachel Godsil and Alexis Johnson’s Article, “Transforming Perception: Black Men and Boys,” and studies performed by scholars at the National Center for State Courts. 174 It is worth pausing, repeating, and reflecting on Professor Butler’s conclusion: When human beings “see black men they don’t know,” blood pressures rise, “they sweat more,” and “the part of the brain that processes fear, activates” when a white person sees an unknown black man. 175 While it is improbable that every human being and all white people have the same experiences when one “sees an unfamiliar black male face,” Professor Butler and other notable scholars’ conclusions result from considerable research worthy of scrutiny. 176 For example, scientists who measure brain
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processes, neuroscience, and study implicit bias note the limitations of racial bias “self-report data,” drawing the following conclusions:

While self-report measures make it easier for people to report non-prejudiced attitudes, this does not ensure that they can respond without bias across all domains. Early work measuring implicit bias relied on skin conductance measures, which, despite poor differentiation, did show that White American participants showed increased arousal when viewing photos of or interacting with Black Americans.¹⁷⁷

Moreover, several scientists studying the brain, amygdala, and implicit bias, reached the same conclusions as Professor Butler’s noted references: “Whites display increased amygdala activation when looking at Black faces.”¹⁷⁸ One scientific study addressed amygdala and fear, finding:

People with diagnosed phobias of spiders and snakes have significantly higher levels of amygdala activation when they view pictures of those fear triggers than when they view pictures of other predatory or ferocious creatures, such as tigers.

Similarly, a pioneering fMRI [functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging]¹⁷⁹ study showed a measurable increase in the activation of the amygdala when Caucasian participants viewed African American male faces versus Caucasian male faces.¹⁸⁰

Generally, discussions of personal experiences are unwarranted in scholarship, but the following example offers valuable points to consider. As a young child, I had a frightening encounter with a large German Shephard dog that chased me a few feet up the street. Since that day, I have experienced anxiety and a slight rise in my blood pressure when I see a sizeable unfamiliar dog. However, while psychologists argue that dogs have minimal cognitive abilities, dogs do not possess and share humans’ special, significant cognitive skills and sense of
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morality.\textsuperscript{181} Dogs also lack essential verbal communication skills and other human qualities.\textsuperscript{182}

Most importantly, dogs are not made in the image of God, so moral conduct, humanity, or brotherly love is not at issue.\textsuperscript{183} My point: my fear is of unknown animals. I do not become anxious without cause or have a rise in blood pressure when I see human beings—as noted, black men who share my human ability to reason and make moral decisions. But according to Professor Butler and other scholars’ research findings, individuals, significantly white people (without conscious awareness, or empathetically considering the impact of their demeanor), look at their fellow black male human beings with anxiety.\textsuperscript{184} Fear and anxiety, as illustrated, are customary if one has “phobias of spiders and snakes” or apprehensions of any unfamiliar animal, but problematic if directed toward fellow human beings based on stereotypes, implicit biases, or “activation of the amygdala.”\textsuperscript{185} Scholars note an individual’s fear can contribute to unnecessary killings, targeting, and disparities in charging, plea bargaining, and sentencing if police and prosecutors harbor such apprehensions.\textsuperscript{186}

Therefore, if Professor Butler’s conclusions and other studies with similar findings are valid, implicit bias training is vital to avoid anxiety and fearing fellow human beings; as Professor Butler notes, “[p]eople can actually unlearn bias...”\textsuperscript{187} As such, both white and people of color in corporations, businesses, government organizations (including police departments and prosecutors’ offices), secondary schools, colleges, and universities should learn the meaning of implicit bias. Recognizing and overcoming bias is essential. Moreover, Professor Butler’s conclusions and topics addressing bias and empathy deserve consideration as vital topics for discussion in training sessions.

Furthermore, scholars argue, fear of black men and implicit bias extends beyond personal encounters—it is prevalent in professional workplaces, including law enforcement.\textsuperscript{188} As Professor Eberhardt describes: “Black people are stopped by police at disproportionate levels and are more likely to have force used upon them. I know how our sons are perceived in society generally, and that can affect
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how they’re perceived and treated by police.”189 Scholars note that the fear and bias directed toward black men is bewildering and a tragic vestige of the racism they faced during slavery, Jim Crow segregation, and the War on Drugs.190 They conclude, like earlier eras, many black men experience dehumanizing treatment in today’s criminal justice system.191 Recall the May 2020 George Floyd tragedy and former police officer Derek Chauvin’s conviction of murder of Mr. Floyd, prompting international protests and immense calls for criminal justice reform and police implicit bias training.192

Criminal justice reformers and scholars maintain: fear of black men and their portrayal as violent criminals have contributed to mass incarceration.193 In 1992, William “Bill” Barr was Attorney General under George H. W. Bush.194 Barr’s Department of Justice (“DOJ”) Office of Policy and Communications issued a report, The Case for More Incarceration, that called for the building of more prisons to “plainly reduce crime and help to protect the public.”195 DOJ officials argued recidivism was harming communities; therefore, among other factors, they insisted, building more prisons would keep violent offenders incapacitated and reduce victims’ medical expenses.196 What DOJ did not directly state: Building more prisons would lead to the incarceration of a disproportionately large number of black men convicted of violent and non-violent crimes and decades of rising prison population numbers.197 After the report was released, the War on Drugs and mass
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incarceration experienced exponential growth. DOJ officials audaciously concluded:

Finally, amid all the concern we hear about high incarceration rates for young black men, one critical fact has been neglected: The benefits of increased incarceration would be enjoyed disproportionately by black Americans living in inner cities, who are victims of violent crime at far higher rates than whites and persons who live outside the inner cities.

Therefore, as noted, while DOJ officials did not directly state that building more prisons would disproportionately target blacks, they referenced black communities as the disproportionate victims of high crime rates that would “benefit[] from increased incarceration.” Arguably, this position reveals the intent to incarcerate a disproportionate number of people in black communities. Recall Professor Paul Butler’s findings regarding the fear of black men. Indeed, a careful review of DOJ official’s words, concluding that offenders at the time of the report (predominantly “young black men”) were not rehabilitative to “become upstanding, law-abiding citizens upon release,” suggests implicit bias and fear:

Every violent criminal who is in prison is a criminal who is not committing other violent crimes. Too many violent criminals are sentenced to probation with minimal supervision. Too many violent criminals are sentenced to prison but are released early on parole or simply to relieve the pressure of prison crowding. None of us is naive enough to think that these criminals will suddenly become upstanding, law-abiding citizens upon release. And indeed they do not. Much violent crime is directly attributable to our failure to sentence violent criminals to prison and our failure to keep them in prison beyond a fraction of their sentence.

Angela J. Davis’s article, Prosecution and Race: The Power and Privilege of Discretion, examines and discusses how prosecutorial discretion contributes to “racial inequality in the criminal justice system.” Professor Davis argues: “Prosecutors, more than any other officials in the system, have the power,
discretion, and responsibility to remedy the discriminatory treatment of African Americans in the criminal justice process." 204 Davis’s statement is credible.

*United States v. Armstrong* addresses the issues of prosecutorial discretion, racial disparities, and selective prosecution. 205 In *Armstrong*, the Supreme Court of the United States reviewed whether defendants initiating selective prosecution claims have to show that the prosecution did not prosecute "similarly situated suspects of other races." 206 The prosecution charged Christopher Armstrong and other respondents, in 1992, with conspiring to possess with intent to distribute more than fifty grams of crack-cocaine and, also, conspiring to distribute. 207 The lower court allowed the respondents’ “motion for discovery or for dismissal of the indictment, alleging that they were selected for federal prosecution because they are black.” 208

Respondents provided a paralegal specialist affidavit, but nothing more, alleging that in each relevant case “closed by the office during 1991, the defendant was black.” 209 The prosecution argued that they had not engaged in selective prosecution of black defendants or acted unfairly. 210 The lower court granted respondents’ motion:

> It ordered the Government (1) to provide a list of all cases from the last three years in which the Government charged both cocaine and firearms offenses, (2) to identify the race of the defendants in those cases, (3) to identify what levels of law enforcement were involved in the investigations of those cases, and (4) to explain its criteria for deciding to prosecute those defendants for federal cocaine offense. 211

The prosecution filed a motion for reconsideration. 212 In the final lower court appeal, issued by the Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, the Appellate Court affirmed the District Court ruling: “a defendant is not required to demonstrate that the government has failed to prosecute others who are similarly situated.” 213 However, when the case reached the Supreme Court of the United States, the justices reversed the lower court and entered an 8-1 decision in favor of the government: holding, defendants are not entitled to selective prosecution discovery under Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 16; concluding, also, that respondents’ claim of selective prosecution was not well-founded. 214 Regarding
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constitutional law, the court opined: “In order to dispel the presumption that a prosecutor has not violated equal protection, a criminal defendant must present ‘clear evidence to the contrary.’” Respondents’ evidence and the study did not meet the court’s standard to show a selective prosecution. The result reached in Armstrong places defendants in the difficult position of presenting similarly situated defendant evidence without first receiving the prosecutor’s pertinent internal documents to examine the case selection process. Accordingly, selective prosecution cases are difficult to impossible to prove.

The Armstrong decision addresses the prosecutors’ practically unrestricted discretion and illustrates the prosecutor’s power to make charging decisions, generally unchallenged or without sustainable challenges. Additionally, prosecutors freely decide whether to offer favorable plea bargains or not. Professor Davis has studied the power granted to prosecutors extensively. She argues plea bargains are often unfair, mirroring many of the underlying concerns she raises about charging decisions: “Like the charging decision, the decision to offer a plea bargain is controlled entirely by the prosecutor.”

Professor Davis provides examples of ways prosecutors can use discretion to charge or not; bring reduced charges, drop charges, enter a fair or unfair plea bargain, or proceed to trial. As a former state and federal prosecutor, I cannot disagree with Professor Davis’s assessment of the enormous power granted to prosecutors. Moreover, ethics complaints initiated against prosecutors confirm that some prosecutors abuse discretion. Although rogue employees exist in every occupation, I share Professor Davis’s concern that the harm generated when prosecutors abuse their discretion is unprecedented. Indeed, as Professor Davis states, “the prosecutor’s total control over the charging and plea bargaining stages of the process gives her more control over the criminal justice system than any other official.”

Still, I served as a state and federal prosecutor for many years, worked with prosecution advisory boards, presented training workshops for prosecutors throughout the United States, worked for a prosecutors research institute, and I teach prosecution clinic law courses for future prosecutors. So I have considered and evaluated the concerns raised about prosecutorial discretion. My perspective might differ in part from Professor Davis’s, given our diverse former roles, prosecutor and public defender, and given my professional experience working with several dedicated prosecutors who strive to seek justice with integrity and
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fairness for all people. Despite our different professional roles, there are many points of agreement, and prosecutors and public defenders can and should collaborate on improving the criminal justice system. Certainly, given the implicit biases that Professor Eberhardt and other psychologists conclude all humans possess, prosecutorial discretion generally unrestrained is an area that needs scrutiny. Therefore, more composite boards of public defenders and prosecutors should form, as prosecutors’ beneficial contributions to the discourse on prosecutorial discretion and criminal justice reform are evident.

Furthermore, I have read studies that Professor Davis and other scholars cite in their writings. They ponder, “would black men be treated more fairly at the prosecution stage of the criminal process—as defendants and victims of crime—if there were more black prosecutors?” In her Article on The Prosecution of Black Men, Professor Davis confronts that question and other essential prosecution issues. However, her observations and findings are primarily from news reports and articles discussing the initiatives of former attorney general Eric Holder and other high-profile prosecutions. Valuable scholarship, but Professor Davis is outside looking in as a former public defender.

Unfortunately, there are no thorough studies to “demonstrate whether there are more or fewer racial disparities resulting from the decision-making in the offices of the few black elected prosecutors, so there is no statistical evidence,” as Professor Davis notes. Lacking available empirical data on the topic, arguably the most effective method to evaluate the issue is to begin assessing and querying black prosecutors (elected or assistant prosecutors) at the State and Federal levels of government. Although there are specific questions that prosecutors currently serving may not address, there are some questions that they can and should answer.

For example, what steps do you engage to prepare for an indictment? Do you carefully evaluate the evidence to assess the probable cause and potential biases that may have influenced the investigation? Given the recognition brought to criminal justice matters in the wake of recent protests (2020-2021) for black Americans’ equal justice, have you initiated changes in your office to address potential implicit biases? Do you think that you have implicit biases that impact your decisions? And the ultimate question, which I believe prosecutors currently serving, can answer: Do you believe systemic racism exists in the criminal justice system? If so, what measures will you implement to protect the integrity of your office or cases...
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from disparities across racial lines? Do you support training for yourself and assistant prosecutors on implicit bias and other race relations workshop topics to improve our criminal justice system? How do you view the role of the prosecutor? Do you see or can you acknowledge any problems with the broad prosecutorial discretion, arguably unchecked, given to prosecutors? Another significant question: As a black prosecutor, what distinct attributes do you, or should you, bring to the role of the prosecutor, particularly given the disproportionate number of black men incarcerated in United States prisons, jails, on parole, and probation?

The topics queried are pertinent to improving the field of prosecution and the criminal justice system. As such, beyond addressing questions about the impact of black prosecutors, except for the last question, the other noted questions can, and should, be posed to numerous prosecutors across racial lines. Moreover, current and future criminal justice reform boards should seek a diverse group of people and specialties, including State and Federal prosecutors and public defenders, criminologists, State and Federal law enforcement offices, and psychologists, among other vital scholars and practitioners.

In other words, a diverse group exploring ways to improve the criminal justice system and reduce mass incarceration. Indeed, more prosecutors, assistant prosecutors (current and former), and law enforcement should be serving on criminal justice reform boards; they bring invaluable insight. Given the scholarship findings, their broad inclusion will positively impact reform efforts and lead to internal changes and a greater understanding of disparities.228

According to scholarship findings addressed in this Article, stereotypes and biases that individuals form from repeatedly seeing black men charged with crimes and dominating court dockets in various jurisdictions influence the mind unconsciously.229 As the noted scholars explain, even individuals who attempt to issue fair decisions are unaware of their implicit biases.230 Such findings support the need for training and weighing the benefits of different initiatives, such as community prosecution. Part V examines the value of community-based prosecution programs, describing substantial advantages outweighing disadvantages.

V. COMMUNITY PROSECUTION

Community prosecution is arguably a bridge to combatting implicit bias and improving relationships between prosecutors and the African American community. Studies have shown that individuals can reduce stereotypes if people from diverse backgrounds come together and bridge barriers. Prosecutors began
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forming community prosecution initiatives several decades ago. Focus groups gathered in different forums to consider ways that community-based approaches to prosecution could improve relationships between prosecutors and the communities they serve. Group discussions addressed setting forth a clear definition and community prosecution mission that prosecutors and the community would understand.

In its most basic form, community prosecution, like traditional prosecution, has a primary goal of public safety. Therefore, crime reduction is fundamental. But community prosecution aims to address the program goal distinctly by responding to crime proactively rather than reacting. The aim is for community prosecutors to set up offices in designated community locations and form partnerships with groups and individuals in the community. Collaborations include public organizations, such as parks and recreation, school personnel and school boards, politicians and city council members in the community, healthcare workers, and centers. Additionally, prosecutors form public partnerships with law enforcement: police, detectives, police personnel, and court personnel, including judges, probation and parole offices, and social service workers. Further, community prosecutors partner with private groups, such as boys’ and girls’ clubs, scout organizations, churches, and civic organizations.

The initiatives bring people together in the community through a grassroots approach. Coming together, prosecutors ideally form community relationships to reduce crime. Early focus groups identified nine objectives for community prosecution:

A proactive approach; a clearly defined target area; problem solving, public safety and quality of life issues; the direct interaction between the prosecutor and the community and the incorporation of the community’s input into the courtroom; partnerships among the prosecutor, law enforcement, public and private agencies and the community; long-term strategies; the commitment of policy makers; varied enforcement methods; and continuous evaluation.
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Various jurisdictions that received federal government funding to initiate community prosecution programs in the late 1990s into the 2000s did not share the same mission and understanding. Some found few, if any, distinctions from traditional prosecution. Others saw the main objective as “proactive problem-solving for all types of criminal offenses.” Finally, some viewed the programs as full-blown initiatives to garner community participation. Nevertheless, each view includes aspects of the true meaning of community prosecution, as traditional objectives to address public safety are not removed. Instead, prosecutors apply proactive rather than reactive responses to crime to build community partnerships to reduce crime.

Over the past several decades, when prosecutors set up community prosecution programs in jurisdictions throughout the country, generally, programs attempt to address most of the nine objectives established. Still, perhaps the most overlooked benefit of community prosecution is the placement of community prosecutors’ offices directly in some communities or having community prosecutors visit community entities to participate in public meetings routinely and maintain a visible presence in the community. The prosecution profession and society benefit when prosecutors engage in the general community.

When prosecutors actively engage in the community, they get to know the citizens, communicate with them, and engage in meetings and activities together, contributing to a better understanding of cultural differences. Moreover, black communities begin to see prosecutors as integral citizens in the community rather than individuals they cannot trust if the program works as intended. Further, prosecutors get to know people that they previously saw only in a courtroom setting. Increased interaction and understanding should dismantle stereotypes, such as what scholars conclude is a fear of black men among some. Thus, the benefits of community prosecution are evident when the prosecutors implement the program correctly.

On the other hand, one of the drawbacks of community involvement, arguably, leads to what initial proponents of the initiative deemed vertical prosecution, allowing one prosecutor to handle all of the cases in one geographical location. Various practitioners and scholars argue that such prosecutions increase conviction rates. Nevertheless, consider the statement from the United States:

States Attorney’s Office in the District of Columbia, describing the aim of their community prosecution program:

Community Prosecutors and Community Outreach Specialists are dedicated to working with residents to improve the quality of life for all the residents of the District of Columbia. Through our community outreach efforts, the U.S. Attorney’s Office has successfully established an ongoing dialogue with the community, enabling our office to better address the public safety concerns of those we serve while enhancing community trust.\(^{253}\)

Notably, a pertinent objective outlined in the District of Columbia community prosecution program and generally understood in all community prosecution initiatives is the improvement of quality life “for all the residents.”\(^{254}\) Offenders are residents in communities, too, when released on parole or serving probation sentences.\(^{255}\) As such, community prosecution initiatives should aim to improve life for former offenders and those on probation and parole. How can prosecutors meet that objective? Maintaining a persistent presence in the community should help prosecutors build trust with all citizens, most notably black men, to address the findings of psychologists and scholars in this Article. Seeing the same neighborhood faces may generate conversations between prosecutors and citizens in the community, break down cultural barriers, and reduce biases and stereotypes.

VI. CONCLUSION

This Article examined official drug policies across racial lines. Scholars reveal that in various instances, white drug users and distributors are treated differently in the criminal justice system. This disparity is particularly true when many whites become addicted and die from legal and illegal drugs. The Opioid Crisis unmasked the glaring inequality. The War on Drugs initiatives from the 1970s up to the twenty-first century elected presidents as tough-on-crime politicians but significantly harmed black communities, contributing to black people’s mass incarceration, especially males. Government officials who have initiated compassionate approaches and notable policies to address the Opioid Crisis should also extend the plans to assist more black people addicted to various drugs beyond opioid addicts.

The examination in this Article presented scholars’ findings that implicit bias contributes to inequalities, fear, criminalization, and mass incarceration of black men. Scholars widely find implicit bias training to be the primary method to open the discourse about the disparities in the criminal justice system across racial lines. Additionally, this Article evaluated concerns raised about the broad prosecutorial discretion given to prosecutors. The endeavor aims to widen the dialogue on


\(^{254}\) Id.

prosecutorial discretion concerns, weighing the benefits of engaging more current and former prosecutors and assistant prosecutors in the discourse. Finally, the discussion on community prosecution explained the concept. The analysis suggested an overlooked or understated asset of community prosecution initiatives; they provide the opportunity for interactions between prosecutors and communities, arguably highly advantageous in communities of color. Ideally, increased interactions through community prosecution programs, along with similar community policing initiatives, will deter stereotypes and scholars’ findings of individuals’ anxiety and ostensibly fear of black men.